FACT SHEET:

Vaccination &
Immunization
Tracking Module
MODULE HIGHLIGHTS:

Automate engagement
with workforce
Digitize & centralize
immunization data
Real-time tracking of
compliance status
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More questions than answers
Restored Hope

December 11, 2020 the FDA issued its first
emergency use authorization (EUA) for a
vaccine for the prevention of novel coronavirus
disease 2019 (COVID-19) to Pfizer-BioNTech
and just two days later issuing the second
EUA to Moderna’s vaccine also developed to
fight COVID-19. As more pharmaceutical
companies seek FDA authorizations to get
their COVID-19 vaccines into the market, each
helps to restore hope of a return to normalcy is
in the distant future. With so many
unanswered questions, how can employers
prepare their workforce and organization to
effectively manage vaccinations?

COVID-19 Vaccination Crusade

Considering the current battle with increasing
infection rates the US alone is facing, the
foreseeable future with vaccinations will need
a clear strategy behind workplace infectious
disease protocols to ensure workplace health
and safety is not compromised. Even though
most employers will not be administering
COVID-19 vaccines in house, monitoring and
tracking employee's immunization status will
be critical data to examine before corporations
consider lifting current work-at-home and/or
physical distance restrictions. Knowing which
employees have been vaccinated, and who
have not been, is the core of any effective
vaccination strategy. Manually tracking,
collecting and confirming this information with
paper records, email attachments and
spreadsheets is labor intense and error prone,
exposing the enterprise to health, safety and
legal risks.

Ratify AI - The Digital Cure for Vaccination Management
Ratify AI’s vaccination module enables organizations to digitally track, monitor and report on
workforce immunizations - quick and easy. Maintain employee vaccination roster from one central
location knowing all applicable employees have been captured for tracking. Automate employee
engagement through customizable business rules to educate, obtain consent, and remind them of
their upcoming or follow up appointments. Business leaders and supervisors gain access to realtime workforce immunization data to evaluate and identify key insights to better manage
productivity objectives, and guide more effective decisions. Now is the time to position your
organization for success with the framework to coordinate, communicate and gather data
effectively by launching Ratify AI’s vaccination tracking module.
ratifyai.com
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Key Features

Vaccination Campaign Overview
Quickly identify and assess real-time human
capital impacts to the business at a high-level
with an integrated information foundation of
aggregated data that extends across the
enterprise to optimize productivity.

Advanced Reporting
Drill in using advanced reporting with sorting
and filtering of employees by department or
specific supervisor to identify lists of
employees that meet specified requirements.
The supported record documents are stored
with each task.

Audit & Compliance Management
Centralize immunization data, track and
document record status, and other key
vaccine campaign compliance items. From
one dashboard, track multiple locations,
departments or teams with customizable
compliance reports.

Automatic Text & Email Reminders
Customize engagement cadences and
message templates to proactively educate
and remind managers and employees of
vaccination dates or deadlines.

Enable Employee Self-Service

Allow employees to upload, check status and
access their vaccine documentation from
anywhere with a secure internet connection.
ratifyai.com
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How will my organization
be onboarded?
1. Download Roster Template

Download CSV template from ratifyai.com
transfer or fill out criteria completely.

Submit Template to Ratify AI 2.
Upload final CSV file to ratifyai.com.

3. Module Information & Updates

Ratify AI will import your organization’s
information, then make any adjustments to
the module logic to match specific criteria.

Activate Engagement Cadence 4.
Employees will be enrolled in
notification and reminder cadence.

Onboarding Complete!

Login & monitor your organization’s
vaccination and immunizations.

ratifyai.com
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How will my employees or
contractors get started?
1. Automated Workforce
Engagement

Employees and contractors receive
communication and notifications around
vaccination campaign via email and texts.

Self-Service is Enabled 2.

Utilizing Ratify AI’s messaging
framework, employees are then sent a
link with information needed to schedule
their vaccination appointments.

3. Upload Records or Documents
Once an employee has received a
vaccine shot, they simply snap a
photo of their record and upload it to
Ratify AI from any device.

Validates & Follow Up Cadence 4.

Ratify AI’s will validate the record, update
status and store the record for each
employee’s vaccination, then
automatically trigger any follow-up or
future campaign notifications necessary.

Immunization Tracked!
ratifyai.com
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STEP: 01

Getting Started

To launch your vaccination & immunization tracking
module we need just a few things from you:
o
o
o
o

List of employees.
Immunization requirements.
Engagement message cadence.
Credit Card.

STEP: 02

We Configure

Ratify AI will set up a login, import employees, then
configure your message & compliance rules:
o Activate list of employees.
o Configure requirements.
o Set message cadence & activate notifications..

STEP: 03

Gain Access & Monitor

Consider your vaccination & immunization tracking
process ratified:
o Full visibility of functioning employees with sort &
filter quick actions for task & project management.
o Access compliance & audit reports with just a few
clicks.
o Ensure workplace health & safety remains an
enterprise-wide priority automatically.

STEP: 04

Self-Service

Allow employees to
upload documentation
from anywhere:

o Give employees flexibility while staying compliant.
o Save time with automated engagement & record
collection.
o Immunization record documents are uploaded &
visible in real-time.

ratifyai.com
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Contact us:
1-337-447-2079

sales@ratifyai.com

www.ratifyai.com

linkedin.com/company/ratify-ai
twitter.com/ratify_ai
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